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THE TRADE OF THE HEREAFTER 

Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuh, 
Auzu Billahi Minashaytanir Rajeem. Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem, 

Wassalatu Wassalamu ala Rasulina Muhammadin Sayyidul Awwalin wal Akhirin, 
Madad Ya Rasulallah, Madad Ya As’habi Rasulillah, Madad Ya Mashayikhina, 

Sheykh Abdullah Daghestani, Sheykh Nazim al-Haqqani. Dastur. 
Tariqatunas sohba, wal khayru fil jamiyya. 

 
 The times we are living are the End Times. Meaning we have come very close to 
the Day of Judgment. Our Holy Prophet (SAW) says they are the best of the Nation 
(Ummah) about the people living in these times. Good tidings to those people who did 
not see our Holy Peophet (SAW), showed respect, and believed in our Holy Prophet 
(SAW) in the middle of so much discord (fitna). They are the best nation.  
  
 New discords come out everyday. They are almost denying you from praying, 
“You cannot pray. You cannot do that!” Why? Because they say it is not obligatory (fard), 
it is supererogatory (nafila) and should not be prayed. We are not saying this in 
exaggeration. They are doing it. These are people who do not show respect to our Holy 
Prophet (SAW). They are deprived from being the best nation our Holy Prophet (SAW) 
spoke about. They deny so many, so many things. If they say you cannot pray the namaz 
(salah), then you think about the rest.  
 
 These are times for trade, for the trade of the hereafter. Awful times. Very bad. All 
discord and corruption and everything is in the open. People are also fed up, but they 
should be happy with our Holy Prophet’s (SAW) good tidings. Those who follow the way 
of our Holy Prophet (SAW) find the right path in these times of discord. The more 
difficult the task, the more Allah (JJ) rewards. Allah gives according to Himself. Ten 
times, 100 times, or 700 times the reward is given. After that too, Allah knows how much 
reward is written, and nobody else knows. The more difficult it is, the more the rewards. 
Allah is not like people. He gives rewards even for the smallest effort. Allah (Azza wa 
Jalla) says, “As long as my servant makes an effort, I will give them the most beautiful 
rewards.” 
 
 Times are trade times. Rewards can even be 700 to one, or 10,000 to one. May 
Allah grant us all these rewards Inshallah. The more we make an effort, that much Allah 
(JJ) gives. There is no such things as Allah will not give that one when He gives you and I. 
Allah is not like you. Allah’s treasures are endless and are enough for everybody. If it were 
a million times the whole world, He would still give everybody and nothing would 
diminish from Allah’s Own. Because if an amount as the smallest particle is decreased it 
would finish. It does not end next to Allah (Azza wa Jalla). It is endless, it is eternal, and 
nothing is diminished. So there is no problem as, “He came and will share with me,” 
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Allah willing. May Allah give everybody an improved state. May He give Muslims a 
reformed state so that they may get their share from this beautiful way. 
 
 Wa Minallah at-Tawfeeq. 
 
 Al-Fatiha. 
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